Abstract: Thresholded Realized Power Variations (TPV) are one of the most popular nonparametric estimators for general continuous-time processes with a wide range of applications. In spite of their popularity, a common drawback lies in the necessity of choosing a suitable threshold for the estimator, an issue which so far has mostly been addressed by heuristic selection methods. To address this important issue, we propose an objective selection method based on desirable optimality properties of the estimators. Concretely, we develop a well-posed optimization problem which, for a fixed sample size and time horizon, selects a threshold that minimizes the expected total number of jump misclassifications committed by the thresholding mechanism associated with these estimators. We analytically solve the optimization problem under mild regularity conditions on the density of the underlying jump distribution, allowing us to provide an explicit infill asymptotic characterization of the resulting optimal thresholding sequence at a fixed time horizon. The leading term of the optimal threshold sequence is shown to be proportional to the Lévy's modulus of continuity of the underlying Brownian motion, hence theoretically justifying and sharpening selection methods previously proposed in the literature based on power functions or multiple testing procedures. Furthermore, building on the aforementioned asymptotic characterization, we develop an estimation algorithm, which allows for a feasible implementation of the newfound optimal sequence. Simulations demonstrate the improved finite sample performance offered by optimal TPV estimators in comparison to other popular non-optimal alternatives.
Introduction
A Lévy jump-diffusion, X t := γt + σW t + J t , is constructed via the superposition of a Brownian motion with drift γt + σW t and an independent compound Poisson process J t . This is one of the first and simplest extensions to the classical geometric Brownian motion underlying the famous Black-Scholes-Merton framework for option pricing. The key motivation behind jump-diffusion models is the incorporation of market "shocks", which result in "large" and sudden changes in the price of a risky security and which can hardly be modeled by the large deviation of a diffusive component. Jump-diffusions constitute a semiparametric subclass of the fully nonparametric class of Itô semimartingales X t := t 0 γ s ds + t 0 σ u dB u + J t . Over the last decade, several estimation methods for the integrated variance IV t := Since the seminal work of Mancini, several authors have leveraged or extended the thresholding concept to deal with more complex stochastic models. For instance, in Mancini (2009) and Jacod (2007 Jacod ( , 2008 , the problem of jump detection and integrated volatility estimation was studied within the class of Itô semimartingales with finite and infinite jump activity Lévy components. More recently, Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) also studied the problem of nonparametrically estimating the characteristic triplet of a general Lévy process by way of thresholding type estimators. Other variations of jumps detection methods via thresholding can be found in Lee and Hannig (2010) and Jing et al. (2012) . We also refer the reader to Section 2.2 for more details about other applications of threshold estimators in the literature. Let us also remark that, even though the nonparametric estimation of the Lévy triplet has a long history (cf. Rubin and Tucker (1959) ), the problem has received some renewed attention during the last decade (cf. Woerner (2006) , Figueroa-López (2004 ), Neumann and Reiss (2007) , Genon-Catalot (2009, 2011) ).
The statistical performance of TPV estimators critically depends upon the choice of a "good" thresholding sequence. The main theme of the present work is twofold: first, we precisely determine what constitutes a good threshold sequence and, second, we propose an objective method for selecting such a sequence based on judiciously chosen criteria of statistical optimality. To address the first point, we provide a complete picture of the rates of convergence of the three main statistical measures of performance (bias, variance, and mean-squared error) for the TPV estimators of the diffusion coefficient σ, the underlying Poisson process, and the whole compound Poisson component. As a consequence of our results, we obtain explicit necessary and sufficient conditions on the class of threshold sequences, which allow for mean-squared consistency of the TRV and jump component estimators. Sufficient conditions have been known in the literature for some time, however, here we are able to tighten the results up to simple equivalence conditions.
To address the issue of selecting a suitable threshold, we propose an optimal threshold sequence, which, on one hand, is capable of rendering mean-squared consistent estimates of the volatility coefficient and the jump times simultaneously, and, on the other, minimizes a natural statistical measure of performance. In order to achieve this, we introduce a loss function which penalizes threshold estimators for jump-misclassifications and, furthermore, we are able to show that such a loss function is asymptotically "equivalent" to one which directly penalizes the mean-squared errors of the TPV estimators in question. We then proceed to show that proposed optimization problem is well-posed and admits a unique solution. We also derive an explicit infill asymptotic characterization of the optimal threshold sequence. The leading term of the optimal threshold sequence is shown to be proportional to the Lévy's modulus of continuity of the underlying Brownian motion. The latter finding furnishes a theoretical justification to the functional form of the Bonferroni type threshold estimator proposed in Andersen et al. (2007) and Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) , and also an objective method to choose the exponent of the power-based threshold sequence proposed by Mancini (2004) , which is further improved via the inclusion of a logarithmic component. Furthermore, building on the aforementioned asymptotic characterization, we develop an estimation algorithm which allows for a feasible implementation of the newfound optimal sequence.
In the big picture, our results open a new line of research to be extended in future works to larger classes of stochastic processes with jumps. Furthermore, the approach put forward can be combined with other popular nonparametric methods such as multi-power variation estimators (cf. Shephard (2004, 2006) ; ). In a far reaching application, optimality can potentially be modified to handle microstructure noise components as in the seminal two-scale method of Zhang et al. (2005) , the pre-averaging approach of Jacod et al. (2009) , or the blocked multipower variation method of Mykland et al. (2012) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the framework, estimation problem, and a review of the TPV estimators. Section 3 surveys the asymptotics of the bias, variance, and mean-squared error of the TPV estimators. In Section 4 we introduce and analyze the optimization problem for both Lévy jump diffusions and additive processes with absolutely continuous characteristics. Section 5 presents our estimation algorithms and the results of Monte Carlo studies designed to investigate the finite sample performance of optimally thresholded TPV estimators. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks, while all proofs are deferred to two final appendices.
Estimation Problem
In this section we introduce the model framework and standing assumptions. We then proceed to state the estimation problem and introduce the estimators which will be examined throughout the remainder of the paper.
The Framework
Throughout, let W = (W t ) t≥0 and J = (J t ) t≥0 respectively denote a Brownian motion and an independent compound Poisson process defined on a complete filtered probability space (Ω, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P). Given model parameters (γ, σ, λ) ∈ R × R + × R + and an absolutely continuous probability measure F on (R, B(R)) with density f , we consider a Lévy process X = (X t ) t≥0 of the form X t := γt + σW t + J t = γt + σW t + Nt j=1 ζ j , (2.1)
where {ζ j } j≥1 denote the successive jumps of the compound Poisson process J, which are by definition i.i.d. with distribution F , and N = (N t ) t≥0 denotes the counting process associated with the jumps of J, which is necessarily a Poisson process with intensity λ. The density f of the jump distribution is taken to be of the form
2) with p ∈ [0, 1] and q := 1 − p, and where f + and f − are bounded probability density functions on [0, ∞) and (−∞, 0], respectively, such that min{f + (0), f − (0)} > 0. We also assume both f + and f − have bounded and continuous derivatives f
+ and f
− on (0, ∞) and (−∞, 0), respectively, such that f 
+ (x) and f
(1)
− (x) exist and are finite. The following constant will also be needed C(f ) := pf + (0) + qf − (0). For estimation purposes, we assume our data consists of a discrete record of observations from the process X on a given fixed time interval [0, t] . Concretely, we observe (∆
, where ∆ n i X := X ti −X ti−1 denotes the i th increment, and t i := t n i := i n , for i = 1, . . . , nt , gives rise to the sampling grid. Let us finish with some notation that will be needed in what follows. Throughout, Φ(·) and φ(·) denote the standard Gaussian distribution and density functions, respectively, while Φ −1 (y) := inf{x : Φ(x) ≥ y} andΦ(x) = ∞ x φ(z)dz denote the corresponding quantile and survival functions. Also, for brevity we will often refer to the constants γ n := γ/n and σ 2 n := σ 2 /n.
Threshold Style Estimators
The class of threshold style estimators began with the work of Mancini (2001 Mancini ( , 2004 , under the jump-diffusion model (2.1). Since then, TRV estimators have been applied to a larger class of models ranging from Lévy processes to general semimartingales with time-varying stochastic volatility (cf. Mancini (2004 ), Jacod (2007 , 2008 , Corsi, Pirino and Renó (2010) , and Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) ). Besides estimation, these statistics can also be used to construct nonparametric tests for path-wise properties of the underlying process such as the presence of jumps or of a diffusive component (see, e.g., Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2009a, 2010) , Cont and Mancini (2011) ). See also Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2009b), Figueroa-López (2012) , Jing et al. (2012) , and references therein for further applications of the TPV statistics in estimating the degree of small-jump activity in Lévy and semimartingale models. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will take a thresholding sequence to be a deterministic sequence B = (B n ) n≥1 of non-negative real numbers such that lim n→∞ B n = 0. Given a thresholding sequence B = (B n ) n≥1 , we define the corresponding TRV estimator as
Similarly, with certain abuse of notation, we will also refer to the following TRV estimator associated to an individual thresholding level B ∈ [0, ∞]:
As explained in the introduction, the basic idea of thresholding estimators is to filter out those increments which, due to their large magnitude, may contain jumps. Discernibly, the accuracy of threshold style estimators critically depends upon a thresholding sequence B = (B n ) n≥1 . Several explicit functional forms for thresholding sequences have been proposed in the literature. Mancini (2004) proposed a power threshold, which takes the form
for some α > 0 and ω ∈ (0, 1/2). The previous domain for ω ensures that the sufficient consistency condition (3.9) below is satisfied. Both Andersen et al. (2007) and Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) independently proposed the threshold
for some constant C, which may depend on the sampling frequency or expected jump misclassification rate, and some prior estimateσ of σ. We shall refer to the resulting TRV estimator as a Bonferonni threshold estimator, since this threshold is inspired by the Bonferonni Type I error control procedure. The in-fill asymptotic properties of TRV estimators are well understood for large classes of threshold sequences satisfying convergence conditions which are easy to check in practice (see e.g. Mancini (2004 ) and Jacod (2008 for precise details).
It is important to realize that TRV estimators were designed with jump detection in mind and, thus, it is not surprising they can be adapted to develop estimators for the jump component parameters λ and F (·) in a highfrequency/long-horizon sampling scheme (see Mancini (2001) and Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) for more details). The idea is simple: if it is believed that at least one jump has occurred during a specified subinterval [t i−1 , t i ], then the increment ∆ n i X = X ti − X ti−1 can be used as a proxy of the jump size itself. In that case, the following are natural statistics to estimate the underlying compound Poisson process (J t ) t≥0 of the jump-diffusion (2.1) and its corresponding jump counting process (N t ) t≥0 :
Analogously to (2.3)-(2.4), we will also define the estimators J[B] n t corresponding to a single threshold level B as in (2.7) but replacing B n by B in the indicator functions.
The statistics (2.7) naturally lead to the following estimators for the successive {(τ j , ζ j )} j≥1 arrival times and sizes of the jumps of J: 
as n → ∞, for each fixed t > 0.
Although the previous estimators have many useful attributes, the choice of the thresholding sequence is nontrivial and can critically affect the finite-sample performance of the resulting estimators. The latter issue is the main motivation behind the present work. In Section 4, we introduce the concept of "optimal" thresholding and, more importantly, we explicitly characterize the leading order term of the optimal threshold sequence. Before this, we shall present some results related to the first and second order statistical properties of the proposed TRV estimators.
Properties of the Estimators
As one would expect, not all sequences B = (B n ) n≥0 of positive numbers converging to zero will yield useful threshold type estimators. Intuitively, in order for a threshold estimator to perform well, the threshold sequence should not converge to zero too fast, otherwise there would be an over filtering of increments that actually do not contain any jumps. On the other hand, if the sequence converges very slowly, the estimator is expected to exhibit poor efficiency. In this section we compare the rates of convergence of the bias, variance, and mean-squared error (MSE) for the estimators of both the continuous and jump components. As a consequence, we will also be able to characterize simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the estimators to be mean-squared consistent.
Within the context of the jump component estimation, the accurate determination of the underlying jump times plays a key role. For any given observed increment, two types of jump detection errors can occur: false positive or false negative misclassifications. Due to their close connection with hypothesis testing, we will refer to these mistakes as Type I and Type II jump misclassifications errors, respectively. Concretely, we say that a Type I error occurs during an interval ((i − 1)/n, i/n] when the corresponding increment ∆ n i X contains no jump and still exceeds the commensurate threshold in magnitude; i.e., the indicator 1 [|∆ n i X|>Bn,∆ n i N =0] is one. On the other hand, we say that a Type II error occurs during ((i − 1)/n, i/n] when ∆ n i X contains at least one jump but the corresponding increment ∆ n i X fails to exceed the threshold in absolute value so that the indicator 1 [|∆ n i X|≤Bn,∆ n i N =0] is one. The previous analogy with hypothesis testing will help us to interpret some of our results below.
Our first result gives a decomposition of the mean-squared estimation error (MSE) of the estimator N [B] n t defined in (2.7) and characterizes the rate of convergence of each of their components. As a consequence, we obtain a simple necessary and sufficient condition on the threshold sequence in order to achieve mean-squared consistent estimation of the driving Poisson process. The resulting condition is interesting in that it gives an implicit lower bound on how fast the threshold sequence should converge to zero. The proof follows from the decomposition
and Lemma B.1 below together with simple tail asymptotics for the Gaussian distribution (see Nisen and FigueroaLópez (2013) for the details).
Proposition 3.1 (Consistent estimation of the Poisson process). Suppose the jump density f is of the form (2.2) and B = (B n ) n is a thresholding sequence. Then, the following assertions hold:
(1) The mean-squared error of the estimator N [B] n t introduced in (2.7), relative to the underlying Poisson process N t , converges to 0 if and only if
(2) Furthermore, under (3.2), the mean-squared error of N [B] n t admits the following asymptotic decomposition as n → ∞:
The following result is the analog of Proposition 3.1 for the estimator J[B] n t of the compound Poisson process J t . Similarly to Proposition 3.1, the result is a consequence of the natural decomposition
as well as Lemma B.1 in Appendix B and the well-known asymptotic property x a−1 e −x dx (see Nisen and Figueroa-López (2013) for the details).
Proposition 3.2. Under the assumptions and notation of Proposition 3.1, the following assertions hold:
(1) The mean-squared error of the estimator J[B] n t introduced in (2.7), relative to the underlying compound Poisson process J t , converges to 0 if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
(2) Under (3.6), the mean-squared error of the estimator J[B] n t admits the following decomposition when n → ∞:
In comparing the necessary and sufficient conditions given by (3.2) and (3.6), it transpires that the conditions required to recover the jump component J t are weaker than those required to recover the Poisson process N t driving J t . A heuristic explanation of this phenomenon can be drawn from the decompositions (3.1) and (3.4), which suggest that the estimator N [B] n t is "highly" sensitive to jump misclassifications (regardless of the type but especially Type I errors) and, hence, it is necessary that the expected number of Type I and Type II errors converges to zero in order to achieve mean-squared consistency. By contrast, the estimator J[B] n t is sensitive to Type II errors, but it is far less sensitive to Type I errors than what its counterpart N [B] n t is. The above MSE decompositions also indicate that, in order to control Type II errors, it suffices that the threshold sequence converge to zero, irrespective of its rate. By contrast, in order to control Type I errors, or spurious jump detections, the threshold sequence cannot tend to zero too quickly, which is precisely why the necessary conditions impose lower bounds on the rate of convergence.
We now proceed to consider the estimation of the continuous component of the process. Concretely, the following result compares the rates of convergence of the bias, variance, and mean-squared error for the TRV estimator (2.4). These follow from the natural decomposition
8) together with Lemma B.1 and the asymptotic property (3.5). We refer the reader to Nisen and Figueroa-López (2013) for the details.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the jump distribution has a density f of the form (2.2) and B = (B n ) n is a given thresholding sequence. Then, the TRV estimator in (2.4) will converge in mean-square to tσ 2 if and only if
Furthermore, in this case, the rates of convergence for the bias, variance, and mean squared error, as n → ∞, are given by:
where above
Interestingly enough, the necessary and sufficient condition identified in Theorem 3.3 is identical to that in Proposition 3.2. As seen from the decompositions (3.4) and (3.8), this "equivalence" lies in the fact that both estimators are affected by jump misclassifications in a similar way. That is, while both estimators are sensitive to Type II errors, they are significantly less susceptible to Type I errors when compared to the estimator N [B] Theorem 3.4. Let B = (B n ) n be a threshold sequence such that
Then, for P-almost every ω ∈ Ω, there exists an
, for all i = 1, . . . , nt and all n ≥ N (ω). In particular, it follows that T RV (X) [B] n t → P tσ 2 as n → ∞.
Remark 3.1. It can be shown that every sequence satisfying (3.9) also satisfies (3.2), which in turn implies (3.6); however, neither converse holds. For the class of jump-diffusion processes that we are considering here, Theorem 3.3 above sharpens Theorem 1 from Mancini (2009) in that the former characterizes necessary and sufficient conditions for mean-squared consistency.
Optimally Thresholded TPV Estimators

Lévy Jump-Diffusion models
In light of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, it is clear that different choices of the thresholding sequence will give rise to differing rates of convergence for the three main statistical measures of performance: bias, variance, and mean-squared error. For a given estimator this observation naturally leads to the question of how to select an"optimal" threshold, where optimality is measured by how fast the aforementioned statistical measures converge to zero. The formulation of a rigorous and feasible optimization problem, giving rise to a unique optimal threshold sequence will serve as the focal point for this section. An important question related to the notion of optimal thresholding is whether or not it can be feasibly implemented in practice. To address this point, we will characterize explicitly the asymptotic behavior (as n → ∞) of the optimal threshold sequence B * = (B * n ) n . As it turns out, the leading term of B * n depends only on the volatility parameter σ, a fact which will allow us to develop an iterative method to estimate the optimal threshold sequence (Section 5). In order to simplify the proof of the quasi-convexity property of the loss function (Theorem 4.2 below), we assume throughout what follows that the drift parameter γ is zero, even though this assumption can actually be relaxed as shown by the more general Theorem 4.5 below. The proofs of all the results in this section and their supporting lemmas can be found in Appendices A and B.
An essential ingredient to any well-posed optimization problem is the selection of an objective function, which imposes proper penalties on the feasible set of interest, and which possesses good convexity properties. For our purposes, it seems reasonable that a well chosen threshold sequence should lead to an accurate estimation of both the continuous and jump components of the model. Specifically, for a fixed time horizon t > 0 and a fixed sampling grid mesh 1/n, we seek a threshold sequence which simultaneously minimizes the mean-squared errors of both estimators n t , we are also controlling their variances and biases as well. With these ideas in place, we propose the following two candidate objective functions for our optimization framework which is to follow. 
Loss
(1) 
As before, we can similarly define the loss functions Loss
( 1) n (B) and Loss (2) n (B) corresponding to a single threshold level B ∈ [0, ∞) by replacing B by B on the right-hand side of (4.1) and B n by B on the right-hand side of (4.2). For a fixed n ∈ N, when optimized over all B > 0, the loss function Loss n (B), threshold levels which minimize the expected total number of jump misclassifications will be favored. On the surface, the two proposed objective functions appear to differ by a considerable degree, however, as the following result shows, they are actually asymptotically equivalent.
Theorem 4.1. Given an arbitrary threshold sequence B = (B n ) n satisfying (3.6), there exists a positive sequence (C n (B)) n , with lim n→∞ C n (B) = 0, such that the following relationship holds:
where, as n → ∞,
Furthermore,
Theorem 4.1 suggests that the objective function Loss (2) n (·) can act as an asymptotic lower and upper approximation to the objective function Loss
(1) n (·). As it will be shown below, the former objective function gives rise to a tractable well-posed optimization problem, while the latter is analytically more difficult to deal with. In light of Theorem 4.1, we will work hereafter with the more tractable objective function Loss (2) n (·) and, for simplicity, we will write Loss n (·) instead of Loss (2) n (·). Having laid out the key ideas, we can now state the formal optimization problem. For each n ∈ N, consider the following minimization problem, whenever it is well-posed,
(4.5)
We will now proceed to study the analytical properties of the proposed objective function, ultimately leading to a pair of key results which first shows that the optimization problem (4.5) is well-posed and secondly provides an explicit asymptotic characterization of the resulting optimal solution. Throughout what follows, it will be convenient to decompose the loss function as
where
In order to establish the existence and uniqueness of the optimal threshold sequence, we first show that the objective function Loss n (·) is differentiable and, for sufficiently large n ∈ N, quasi-convex. Together these imply that if a critical point exists, it must correspond to the global minimum of the function. Recall that a mapping g : X → R defined on a convex domain X ⊂ R n is said to be quasi-convex if for any λ ∈ [0, 1] and x, y ∈ X, g(xλ + y(1 − λ)) ≤ max{g(x), g(y)}.
Theorem 4.2. (Quasi-convexity of the Loss Function) Suppose the jump distribution has a density f of the form (2.2). Then, there exists an N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N , the loss function Loss n (B) is quasi-convex and possesses a unique global minimum B * n .
Remark 4.1. As a consequence of the proof, one can deduce the lower bound N ≥ C(f ) √ 2πσλ 2/3 on the critical sample size N of the previous result. This bound mostly serves a qualitative role as it depends on the unknown parameters. Still, this bound suggests that the higher the volatility, the greater the jump intensity, and the more concentrated the jumps are around the origin, the larger the sample size must be in order to obtain a well-posed optimization problem.
We now derive an asymptotic characterization of the optimal threshold sequence. Although the above optimization problem (4.5) cannot, in general, be solved explicitly, the first order term below can serve as a blueprint to find a suitable threshold sequence when the sampling frequency is sufficiently large and a prior estimate of the volatility is available. In Section 5 below, we further develop this idea. n := 3σ 2 ln(n)/n. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 4.2, the optimal threshold sequence (B * n ) n is such that
Remark 4.2. Interestingly enough, the leading term of (4.7) is exactly proportional to the Lévy's modulus of continuity of a Brownian motion (see, e.g., (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991 , Chapter 2)):
Theorem 4.3 provides an alternative theoretical justification for the Bonferroni threshold sequence (2.6) based on statistical optimality criteria. Indeed, using the asymptotic for the quantile function Φ −1 provided in Dominici (2003) , it turns out that the leading term of (2.6) is given by
which is again proportional to the leading term of the optimal threshold sequence (4.7). As a side note, both B * n and B * ,1 n don't meet the second condition in (3.9) and, thus, they are outside of the class of estimators considered by Mancini (2009) .
Both the optimal sequence B * n and its leading term B * ,1 n satisfy (3.2) and, thus, (3.6), which, in light of Theorem 3.3, implies that the MSE of their corresponding TRV estimators will exhibit the rate of convergence described therein. For completeness we now summarize the in-fill asymptotic properties of the different thresholded estimators based on the optimal threshold sequence B * = (B * n ) n≥1 as well as the rate of convergence of the objective function. Let us also remark that the same asymptotics are satisfied by the threshold estimators corresponding to B * ,1 := (B * ,1 
Additive Processes with Absolutely Continuous Characteristics
In this subsection, we will present some preliminary results which demonstrate that the idea of "optimal thresholding" can be extended beyond the finite jump activity Lévy setting. Throughout, we suppose the underlying process is an Itô semimartingale with deterministic local characteristics and takes the form Let us also relax the sampling scheme of Section 2 and assume a non-uniform sampling grid of the finite time horizon [0, t]; concretely, it is assumed that we observe the process at the sample times
The following is a natural generalization of the optimal thresholding problem (4.5) to the current context:
That is, we are now looking for a finite vector of thresholding levels B * = B * t1 , B * t2 , . . . , B * tm ∈ R m + (one for each subinterval of the partition) at which the minimal value (4.11) is reached. As before, the loss function behind the problem (4.11) can be interpreted as the overall expected number of jump misclassifications. In turn, due to the additivity of this loss function, each B * ti will solve an optimal thresholding problem of the form
where we had set h i := t i − t i−1 and
which is analogous to the loss function given by (4.6) but assuming that we only have at our hand the observation of the increment X s+h − X s . As it turns out, the theoretical framework we have developed in the previous section can be extended to the current context. Concretely, for each fixed sampling scheme π = (t 0 , . . . , t m ), there exists a unique optimal threshold scheme B * = B * t1 , B * t2 , . . . , B * tm , provided that the sampling mesh max 1≤i≤m {t i − t i−1 } is small enough. Furthermore, an asymptotic characterization similar to that of Theorem 4.3 is also satisfied. The following theorem summarizes these two results. Note that, in the absence of the drift γ, Theorem 4.5 below would indeed be a direct consequence of our earlier Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. However, the inclusion of the drift γ causes some technical subtleties that can nevertheless be handled. 2. The optimal threshold B * s,h is such that,
As with our earlier Lévy jump-diffusion framework, despite the fact that the optimization problem (4.11) cannot be solved explicitly, the characterization (4.12) provides a basis on which the optimal threshold can be implemented in practice. In the sequel, we propose a kernel based iterative threshold estimation scheme designed to approximate the spot volatility and optimal threshold in tandem.
Monte Carlo Study
In this section, we address the feasibility of the optimal TRV estimators introduced in the previous two sub-sections by developing an iterative algorithm aimed at estimating the first-order approximations of the optimal thresholding sequence. By Monte Carlo simulations, we show that the proposed estimator is in some sense adaptive to a wide range of signal-to-noise data scenarios.
Lévy Jump Diffusions
As previously explained, the optimal threshold B * n does not admit an explicit form. A remedy to this issue is provided by the first-order approximation (4.7), which possesses an explicit and parsimonious form. Unfortunately, (4.7) itself depends on the unknown parameter σ, which is precisely what we would be able to estimate if we had the threshold B * ,1 n . A natural approach is then to implement a sort of fixed point method where we start with a preliminary guess for σ and proceed to iteratively improve this guess by feeding it back into the TRV estimator. We then propose the following method: Optimal TRV Based Iterative Algorithm for Lévy jump diffusions:
and take σ 2 n,k * n as the final estimate for σ and the corresponding B n,k * n as an estimate for B * n . Note that, by design, 0 ≤ σ
n,0 for any k and, since each σ 2 n,k takes values in the finite set {t
, 1}}, these two facts ensure that the algorithm finishes in finite time and the quantity σ 2 n,k * n is well defined. It is interesting to study the behavior of lim n→∞ σ 2 n,k * n , however, this will be the subject of future research.
We now proceed to compare the statistical performance of our proposed estimator σ 2 n,k * n to the following three alternatives:
(1) A power threshold estimator as defined in (2.5), with the same parameter values, α = 1 and ω = 0.495, as given in the Monte Carlo study of Mancini (2009) .
(2) A Bonferroni type threshold estimators as defined in (2.6) using a data-dependent algorithm proposed by Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) , wherein they take C = 1 and use a two-step procedure to calibrate 1 the threshold.
(3) Finally, we consider a TRV estimator 2 of the form B n := βσ/ √ n, where β ∈ [3, 6]. In order to implement this estimator in practice, we would first need to fix the value of β and, then, estimate a suitable value for σ using, e.g., a two-step procedure similar to that of Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) (see previous point (2)). Still, β will have to be chosen in a kind of ad hoc fashion. For comparison purposes, we shall use below the true value of σ and, due to this fact, we called it an "oracle TRV estimator" and use the shorthand notation "Or(β)" to refer to it. Below, we take β ∈ {3, 4.5, 6}.
In order to examine the estimation accuracy of the considered TRV estimators, we generate sample paths from both the Merton and Kou models (see Merton (1976) and Kou (2002) for details), where the jump density functions take the following forms:
for some constants δ, α + , α − ∈ R + , µ ∈ R, and p ∈ [0, 1]. We consider three different scenarios:
(S1) For the Merton model we simulate increments at a daily frequency (1/n = 1/252) for N = 1, 000 days, which corresponds to a time horizon of t ≈ 4 years. We set the model parameters to σ = 0.3, λ = 5, µ = 0, and δ = 0.6. This sampling design and parameterization coincides with that given in Aït-Sahalia (2004), which was subsequently used by both Mancini (2009) and Gegler and Stadtmüller (2010) . Due to the low sampling frequency and high signal-tonoise ratio, as measured by V ar(∆ n i J)/V ar(∆ n i W ) = 20, the Merton model simulation study tests the ability of the threshold estimators to detect a sparse high-amplitude signal via a coarse sampling, over a long time horizon.
(S2) For the Kou model, we simulate increments at a 5-minute frequency (1/n = 1/(12 * 6.5 * 252)) for N = 390 time periods, which equates to a time horizon of t = 1 week. This sampling design is consistent with observing 5-minute returns for 6.5 hours per day over a 5 day trading week. For this study we set the model parameters to σ = 0.5, λ = 50, p = 0.45, α + = 0.05, and α − = 0.1. As a consequence of the high sampling frequency and low signal-to-noise ratio, V ar(∆ n i J)/V ar(∆ n i W ) = 2.65, the first Kou model simulation study investigates the capability of the threshold estimators to identify a semi-sparse low-amplitude signal by means of fine sampling over short time horizons.
(S3) Again, using the Kou model, we simulate increments at a 5-minute frequency, however, this time for N = 19, 656 time periods, which is consistent with a t = 1-year time horizon. We set the jump distribution parameters to p = 0.5 and α + = α − = 0.1, and changed the other model parameters to σ = 0.4 and λ = 1000. This sampling design together with the high signal-to-noise-ratio, as measured by V ar(∆ n i J)/V ar(∆ n i W ) = 125, provides a test case for the ability of threshold estimators to detect a low-amplitude abundant signal via frequent sampling over long time horizons. Since the parameters of the jump distribution are such that E[∆ n i J] = 0, P(|ζ| ≤ 1) ≈ 1, and the Poisson process rate parameter λ is taken to be large, this third simulation also offers an approximate experiment in optimal thresholding for Lévy processes possessing an infinite activity jump component. Table 1 : Finite-sample performance of the threshold realized variation (TRV) estimators for the three simulation scenarios (S1)-S(3) based on K = 5, 000 sample paths. Here, Loss represents the total number of Jump Misclassification Errors, while T RV , Loss, S T RV , and S Loss denote the corresponding sample means and standard deviations, respectively. B n,k * n denotes the estimate of the optimal threshold produced by the iterative algorithm, P ow denotes the power thresold with parameters α = 1 and ω = 0.495. BF denotes the Bonferroni threshold and Or(β) denotes the oracle threshold with parameter β.
A summary of the simulation results are given in Table 1 . The numbers given in bold represent the best estimates for both the mean TRV and Loss statistics in each simulation study for each of the two categories of estimators, namely the non-oracle and oracle varieties. In all cases the TPV estimators corresponding to the optimal threshold and oracle threshold with β = 4.5 rank first in their respective classes. Furthermore, both of these thresholds give rise to very comparable results across all three simulation studies.
For the Merton model study, all six estimators are able to recover the diffusion volatility parameter within 2 decimal and exhibit nearly identical variability. On the other hand, in the first Kou model study the optimal threshold and Bonferroni based TRV estimators give the least biased estimates within the non-oracle class while the power threshold estimator exhibits high negative bias. This is due to the power threshold's excessive screening of increments which do not contain jumps, as indicated by the large average Loss reported in the table.
In the second Kou model study, the disparities between the non-oracle estimators become even more apparent. In this circumstance it is clear that although all of the estimators commit, on average, a large number of jump identification errors, the optimal threshold based estimator commits fewer than either the power or Bonferroni threshold estimators. The power threshold's low estimate for σ indicates that it commits a large number of Type I errors, while on the other hand the Bonferroni threshold's high estimate for σ suggests it commits a large number of Type II errors. By keeping tighter control of both type of errors the optimal threshold estimator is able to achieve the sharpest estimate of σ amongst these three methods.
In summary, the simulation results demonstrate the robust adaptive nature of the optimal thresholding based estimation procedure. The fact that it gives very comparable results to the oracle estimators, which cannot be used in practice, is quite promising. The self-adaptive nature of this new estimator is appealing since unlike many other threshold estimators found in the literature it does not require the ad hoc selection of tuning parameters. In essence, the optimal threshold based estimator is self-calibrating.
Additive processes with absolutely continuous characteristics
We now present an algorithm which is designed to approximate, to first-order, the optimal thresholds for the Itô semimartingale model as stated in (4.12). The idea for this algorithm is similar to that given for Lévy jump diffusions, however, since the characteristics of the underlying model are time varying, the previous algorithm must be modified accordingly. For this we propose a natural kernel based iterative estimation method.
We assume we are given a symmetric non-negative kernel K, such that K(x)dx = 1, xK(x)dx = 0 and x 2 K(x)dx < ∞, along with a bandwidth parameter θ > 0, and averaging window size l ∈ N. The idea is to take a local average of the squared thresholded increments and by iteration, successively refine estimates for both the spot volatility and optimal threshold, simultaneously. Below we use the notation K θ to denote the normalized kernel weights. This is the proposed algorithm: Optimal Threshold Spot Volatility Estimation Algorithm: For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, set
while There exists i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that σ
ti,hi ; for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m and take σ
ti,hi as the final estimate for σ and the corresponding B (k * m ) ti,hi as an estimate for B * ti,hi . Notice that, similar to the constant volatility based algorithm, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , m, we have
and since each σ
, it is guaranteed that the algorithm terminates in finite time and the elements of the collection ( σ
tm,hm ) are well defined. In order to numerically assess the performance of the optimal threshold spot volatility estimation algorithm, we present results based on a simulation of the model given in (4.10) where the parameter functions and jump distribution are taken to be of the form:
For this experiment we used a standard Euler discretization scheme to generate the increments of the continuous component and a thinning algorithm (cf. Ross (2002) ) to simulate the increments of the non-homogeneous compound Poisson process jump component over the time horizon [0, 1]. Each sample path was discretized over a uniform sampling grid at the 5-min frequency (i.e., h i ≡ 1/(12 * 6.5 * 252)). In order to implement the iterative estimation algorithm we employed two types of kernel: (i) the quadratic kernel K(x) := (3/4)(1 − x 2 )1 [|x|≤1] and (ii) the uniform kernel K(x) = (1/2)1 {|x|≤1} . The averaging window parameter and bandwidth were set to l = 7 * 78 and h = l * h i , respectively. This choice of window size and bandwidth correspond to a 7-day kernel weighted thresholded moving average of the realized volatility. Although we will omit the details here, it is important to mention that a boundary kernel type adjustment was used for those observations near the beginning and end of time horizon under consideration.
An illustration of the adaptive nature and inherent variability of these estimators is given in Figure 1 . From Figure  1 panel (A) , it is clear that the first pass made by each estimator is quite rough and significantly off the mark from the actual smooth spot volatility. This is obviously due to the increasing number of observed jumps across the time horizon and the fact that the initial estimation passes do not threshold sample increments, but merely serve to obtain crude estimates of the actual spot volatility. However, during the second and subsequent estimation passes each type of estimator uses previous estimates to successively refine the spot volatility and optimal threshold approximations. After only one iteration the estimates significantly improve, as shown in panel (B) . From the figure it is clear that, by design, each estimator produces a decreasing sequence of upperbounds for the true spot volatility. Each iteration of the algorithm successively refines previous estimates of the spot volatility, in turn working to properly identify those increments containing jumps. Interestingly, in this experiment, the algorithms terminate after 4 iterations, providing satisfactory final estimates for the spot volatility as seen in panel (C). Lastly, in order to depict the path-to-path variability associated with this estimation procedure, we generate 50 sample paths and plot the terminal spot volatility estimates against the true spot volatility via a scatter diagram, as seen in panel (D). As pointed out to us by one of the editors, the performance can be sped up if the the first pass is done using a TPV estimator with a "reasonable" threshold. 
Conclusions
We have obtained explicit infill asymptotic decompositions of the three statistical measures of bias, variance, and mean-squared error for the class of thresholded realized variation and jump component estimators under a Lévy jump diffusion model. In particular, our analysis reveled simple necessary and sufficient conditions on the threshold sequence for achieving mean-squared consistency, and uncovered an intimate connection between the performance of these estimators and their inherent jump detection capabilities.
Motivated by the previously mentioned connection, we proposed a novel approach for threshold selection based on minimizing the expected total number of jump misclassifications. We showed that the proposed optimization problem is well-posed and gives rise to a unique optimal thresholding sequence, for which we provide an asymptotic characterization up to first-degree. We also extend the notion of optimal thresholding to the class of Itô semimartingales with deterministic local characteristics. In light of these new results, we propose two innovative algorithms to estimate the leading order term of the optimal thresholds based on a type of fixed point argument. Based on extensive Monte Carlo experimentation, the new procedures are shown to produce accurate and stable estimates of the underlying spot volatility, and exhibit inherent robustness against a wide range of signal-to-noise scenarios.
A Proofs of the Main Results
Before we prove the main results of Section 4.1, we shall give some supporting Lemmas.
Lemma A.1. Let W * n := max 1≤i≤ nt |∆ n i W | be the maximal increment of the Brownian motion over the sampling grid. Then, for every p > 0,
Proof of Lemma A.1. The estimate (A.1) is a direct consequence of the following asymptotic result for i.i.d. standard Normal variables {Z i }, obtained in Fischer and Nappo (2010) :
Lemma A.2. Given any threshold sequence B = (B n ) n , there exists a positive sequence C n (B) → 0, such that, the mean-squared error of the corresponding TRV estimator can be bounded from above as follows:
n t − tσ 2 , which from (3.8) can be decomposed as the sum of three terms that we denote T (i)
and |T
where in the last inequality we used the random variable W * n defined in Lemma A.1. Hence, we have that
Upon squaring, taking the expected value on both sides,
n can be decomposed as
while, for any given α > 0 and k > 0, the term R
n is such that
In light of Lemma A.1, the second term in (A.7) decays at a rate which is faster than n β for any β > 0, provided that β < k(1 − 2α)/2. From (A.5)-(A.7) and the definition of Loss (1)
It is clear that in order to have lim n→∞ C n (B) = 0, it suffices that α > 1/4. By conditioning on the number of jumps over the time interval [
, and with the use of Lemma B.1 and Remark B.1 below, it follows that, as n → ∞,
On the other hand, one can directly check that 3R
(1) n ∼ 6tσ 4 /n, as n → ∞. From here, the first-order asymptotics of the remainder satisfies (A.3) as n → ∞. where, as n → ∞,
Proof of Lemma A.3. For simplicity we take t ∈ N. First, let Y
(1) i
Throughout, we let p n (j) := P (|σ∆ n i W + ζ 1 + · · · + ζ j | > B n ) and q n (j) := 1 − p n (j), which, from (B.1) and (B.4) below, are such that
We also set
Then, the following asymptotics are direct from the definition of Y (k) i and (A.12):
Using (A.11) and the previous relationships, it follows that
From the previous equations, the first-order asymptotics (A.10) for the remainder term is now clear.
We are now ready to prove the first main result of Section 4. In order to achieve this, we will make use of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4, which are related to the existence of the minimum of Loss To show (4.4), we first note that clearly the previous inequalities also hold true for a fixed threshold threshold level B. Next, taking the infimum over B > 0, we then get:
From the first asymptotic relationship in (4.8), it is clear that for any fixed n ∈ N, inf B>0 Loss 
where above we have defined the terms
n := inf
B>0
(1 + C n (B))Loss
.
From here it remains to show, lim inf n→∞ T
(1) n = 0 and lim sup n→∞ T (2) n ≤ 1. In order to do so, we note that the numerators of both T
(1) n and T (2) n can be bounded above by any arbitrarily chosen B > 0. Thus, by choosing a suitable form for B, we may be able to prove the two assertions. In Theorem 4.3, it is shown that for each n ∈ N sufficiently large, the loss function Loss n (·) attains its unique global minimum at a sequence of optimal thresholds B * = (B * n ) n≥1 , such that B * n = √ 3σ ln(n)/n + o( ln(n)/n), as n → ∞. By using this threshold value B * n for each n, it follows that
Using (A.3) and (A.10) (which can be applied since B * n √ n → ∞) as well as first asymptotic relationship in (4.8), it follows that
We conclude that lim inf n→∞ T
(1) n = 0 and lim sup n→∞ T
(2) n = 1, which, in light of (A.17), implies the desired result.
Next, we provide a simple result needed for the proof of Theorem 4.2. Below, C([0, ∞)) denotes the class of continuous functions defined on [0, ∞). Its proof is standard (cf. Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004) for more details).
Lemma A.4. For i = 1, 2, let f i ∈ C ([0, ∞)) be strictly positive and differentiable on (0, ∞). Further, suppose that f 1 is non-increasing while f 2 is non-decreasing and lim x→0 + |f 1 (x)| + |f 2 (x)| exists. If there exists x 0 ∈ (0, ∞) such that
Proof of Theorem 4.2. In order to show that the loss function is quasi-convex we split it into two components, and then employ the result of Lemma A.4 by studying the ratio of their first-order derivatives. We begin by recalling the decomposition (4.6). Hereafter, we denote the two terms on the right-hand side of (4.6) as
n (B) := nt
which clearly are strictly decreasing and non-decreasing on [0, ∞), respectively. It also clear that, for each n ∈ N, L 1 n ∈ C ∞ (R + ), the class of continuously differentiable functions on R + of arbitrary order. In order to show the differentiability of L
n , it suffices to show that, for each k ∈ N, the function F * k n is differentiable on (0, ∞) and there exists a sequence {M k } k≥1 such that, (i) sup
For each n, k ∈ N, F * k n (x) is clearly differentiable on (−∞, ∞), being the convolution of a smooth Gaussian density and the bounded k-fold convolution f * k . Its derivative is given by f * k
, we then get (ii) in (A.22). Now we proceed to study the first-order derivatives of each loss function component, which are given by
n (B) = nt
Hereafter ∂ B denotes the differentiation with respect to B. Upon further examination,
Next, the absolute ratio of the first-order derivatives of L
n and L
n may be written as
Note that R n : [0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is increasing since each I n,k (B) is increasing due to the fact that the partial derivative
is strictly positive on (0, ∞). Furthermore, using the uniform boundedness of (f * k ) k∈N and the Dominated Convergence Theorem (DCT), it follows that R n (0) := lim In particular, (A.25) and another application of the DCT implies that lim n→∞ R n (0) = 0. Let N ∈ N be such that R n (0) < 1, for all n ≥ N 3 . Next, using the fact that I n,k is non-decreasing and monotone, it is clear that lim B→∞ R n (B) = ∞, which, together with the monotonicity and continuity of R n , implies that there exists B * n ∈ (0, ∞) such that, R n (B) < 1 for all B ∈ (0, B * n ), R n (B * n ) = 1, and R n (B) > 1 for all B ∈ (B * n , ∞). This shows that Loss n has a unique critical point at B * n for any n ≥ N , and from Lemma A.4, Loss n is quasi-convex.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We begin by showing that the optimal threshold sequence, which we will denote by (B * n ) n , necessarily converges to zero. Indeed, consider a generic power sequence of the form B n (α) := cn −α , for some c > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1/2). It is a straightforward exercise to show lim n→∞ Loss n (B n (α)) = 0. This obviously implies lim n→∞ Loss n (B * n ) = 0, which in turn implies that B * n → 0. Indeed, clearly for some constant C > 0 independent of n. So, if lim sup n→∞ B * n > 0, the right-hand side in the previous inequality won't converge to 0 and we will have a contradiction.
We now proceed to characterize the asymptotic behavior of the optimal threshold sequence B * = (B * n ) n . From Theorem 4.2, we know that for each n ∈ N sufficiently large, the optimal threshold value B * n is a unique stationary point of the corresponding loss function Loss n . Then, from (A.21) and (A.23), B * n is such that (1) n and T (2) n be the respective two terms on the right-hand side of (A.26). Since (f * k n ) n,k is uniformly bounded, T
(1) n = O(n −3/2 ) and T (2) n = O(n −5/2 ) and, hence, the right-hand side of (A.26) converges to 0, which in turn implies 3 Using that Rn(0) ≤ C(f ) √ 2πσ(1 − e −λ/n )/ √ n and the inequality 1 − x ≤ e −x , it suffices that n ≥ C(f ) √ 2πσλ
2/3
. that lim inf n→∞ √ nB * n = +∞. Upon taking the logarithm on both sides of (A.26) and rearranging terms, we may write n(B * n ) 2 3σ 2 ln(n) − 1 ≤ 2 3 ln(n) ln λσ π/2 f * 1 n (B * n ) + f * 1 n (−B * n ) + 2 3 ln(n)
|ln ( On the other hand, from Lemma B.2 and Remark B.1, together with the fact that lim n→∞ B * n = 0, it follows that, for each fixed k ≥ 2 and sufficiently large n,
where C(f ) := p f + ∞ + q f − ∞ and I(f ) > 0 is a lower bound of f in a neighborhood of the origin whose existence is guaranteed in light of our assumption min{f + (0), f − (0)} > 0. An application of the DCT then shows lim n→∞ S n (B * n ) = 0 and, by passing the lim sup n→∞ to both sides of (A.27), we conclude the assertion of the theorem.
B Additional Technical Lemmas
Lemma B.1. Let f be of the mixture form given in (2.2) and recall that C(f ) := pf + (0) + qf − (0). Then, for any nonnegative sequence (B n ) n such that lim n→∞ B n = 0 and any nonnegative integer k, we have, as n → ∞, E |γ n + σ∆ /(k + 1). Also, let us denote the density of σW 1/n by φ n (z) := φ(z/σ n )/σ n . By changing variables from z to w := x + y + γ n and using the symmetry of φ n , we can write C n = T Using the above decomposition, it follows that
Let us denote the first two terms appearing on the right-hand side of (B.2) by C n,k and C n,k , respectively. We will show that they both converge to 0. Fix an ε > 0 and let δ > 0 be such that |f + (x) − f + (0)| < ε/2, for all x ∈ (0, δ). Consider the decomposition:
and let us denote each of the two terms in the right-hand side of the last inequality by C
(1) n,k and C
n,k , respectively. Clearly, the first term can be controlled as follows:
n,k , note that sup x |f + (x) − f + (0)| ≤ 2 f + ∞ < ∞ and, thus,
where in the last inequality we used that, for n large enough, min{|w −x−γ n |, |w +x+γ n |} > δ/2 for all w ∈ (−B n , B n ) and x ∈ (−δ, δ) c . Putting together the previous facts, and, since ε is arbitrary, we conclude C n /M n → C(f ), as n → ∞.
Remark B.1. The previous lemma is stated for the particular case when there is exactly one jump in the time interval [(i − 1)/n, i/n). An inspection of the proof revels that (B.1) also holds for more than one jump. Concretely, if that is the situation, (−2B n , −B n ), and ζ 8,n (w) ∈ (−B n , 0), such that 4 i=1 I i,n − pf + (0) = pf Using the asymptotic formula (3.5), it follows that T n exp(−a 2 n ) , as n → ∞. We can then apply the same arguments to deal with 8 i=5 I i,n −qf − (0). Plugging the two previous asymptotic relationships in (B.6) clearly yields (B.5).
